Postural uncertainty leads to dynamic control of cutaneous reflexes from the foot during human walking.
Cutaneous reflexes evoked by stimulation of nerves innervating the foot are modulated in a phase-dependent manner during locomotion. The pattern of modulation of these reflexes has been suggested to indicate a functional role of cutaneous reflexes in assisting to maintain stability during walking. We hypothesized that if cutaneous reflexes assist in maintaining stability during gait, then these reflexes should be modulated in a context-dependent manner when subjects are asked to walk in an environment in which stability is challenged. To do this, we asked subjects to walk on a treadmill under five conditions: (1) normally, (2) with the arms crossed, (3) while receiving unpredictable anterior-posterior (AP) perturbations, (4) with the arms crossed while receiving unpredictable AP perturbations, and (5) with the hands holding onto fixed handles. Cutaneous reflexes arising from electrical stimulation of the superficial peroneal (SP; relevant to stumbling) or distal tibial (TIB; relevant to ground contact sensation) nerves were recorded bilaterally, at four points in the step cycle. Reflexes evoked with SP nerve stimulation showed marked facilitation during the most unstable walking condition in 4 of the 7 muscles tested. SP nerve-evoked reflexes in the muscles of the contralateral leg also showed suppression during the most stable walking condition. Reflexes evoked with TIB nerve stimulation were less affected by changes in the walking task. We argue that the specific adaptation of cutaneous reflexes observed with SP nerve stimulation supports the hypothesis that cutaneous reflexes from the foot contribute to the maintenance of stability during walking.